ÔN TẬP TIẾNG ANH 8
UNIT 7. POLLUTION
A. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR
1. Odd one out
1. A. chemical
B. serious
C. erode
D. poisonous
2. A. contaminant B. deforestation
C. contamination D. pollution
3. A. damageable B. poisonous
C. dead
D. seriously
4. A. pollutant
B. erosion
C. damage
D. contaminate
5. A. death
B. deforest
C. erosion
D. chemistry
6. A. polluted
B. contaminated C. damaged
D. die
2. Complete the sentences, use the list of words above as a cue.
(Hoàn thiện cac câu sau sử dụng các từ ở trên cùng với chữ cái đầu đã được
gợi ý)
1. Using c………………. insecticides will poison not only the crops but also the
soil.
2. The landfill is placed next to the river, which c………………. the water source
there.
3. Nowadasy, air p………………. has become a serious problems all countries and
regions in the world face.
4. Deforestation could caue soil e………………. and the death of animals living in
the forest.
5. Noise pollution can s………………. damage your hearing and mental health.
6. Carbon monoxide is a colorless and p………………. gas which can be released
from transportation.
3. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the following sentences.
1. If farmers………..pesticides in planting, they………..the soil.
A. will throw – pollute
B. throws – might pollute
C. throw – will pollute
D. throw – pollute
2. This river………..and all fish might die if they………..releasing sewage into it.
A. contaminates – continue
B. will be contaminated – might
continue
C. will contaminate- continue
D. will be contaminated – continue
3. If you……….. to reduce air pollution, you……….. public transportation as
much as you can.
A. want – will use
B. want – use
C. will want – should use
D. want – should use
4. If you………..your advertising boards here, you will destroy the city’s sight
and………..by the authority.
A. hang – may be fined
B. hang – may fine
C. hang – should be fined
D. hang – may be fine
5. The case of asthma and lung cancer………..if the air quality………..
A. will be increased – is not controlled
B. will increase – be not controlled
C. will increase – is not controlled
D. will increase – not controlled
6. If rivers and lakes……….. continuously by industrial waste, sooner or later the
ocean………..
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A. are polluted - will contaminate
B. are being polluted – will be
contaminate
C. are being polluted – will be contaminated D. pollute - will be contaminated
4. Give the correct form of verbs in the brackets to make the conditional
sentence type I or II.
1. If you (attend)…………..the environment seminar today, you
(learn)…………..more about causes and effects of light pollution.
2. Our water source (become)…………..cleaner than it is today if the farmers (not
overuse)…………..pesticides.
3. If I (be)…………..you, I (not work)…………..for any nuclear plants due to the
risk of radioactive pollution.
4. Are you going to buy that house, Tom?
- No, we aren’t. We (suffer)…………..from many unpleasant sound if we
(buy)…………..it because it is near the industrial zone.
5. The ozone layer (not get)…………..thin as we know if we (not
release)…………..too muc poisonous gases into the air.
6. If the government (decide)…………..to fine people for throwing rubbish on the
streets, you (agree)………….. or (disagree)…………..with this?
5. The underlined parts of sentences below might be correct (tick √) or
incorrect (tick x). Correct them.
Sentences
Tick √ or
x
1. Mary will not be stressful whenever travelling in rush hour if she
lives in the countryside now.
2. If we didn’t do any actions to control global warming, some rare
wild species would disappear.
3. If most of the industries don’t use great machines, people living
there may not suffer large amount of noise every day.
4. We would minimize the use of fertilizers and pesticides on the farm
if we were farmers.
5. If everyone can find job in the countryside more easily, they won’t
have to move to the cities where they suffer environmental pollution
very often.
6. The ocean won’t be seriously contaminated if people don’t exploit
the sea for copper and gold.
6. Choose A or B which is closer in meaning to the given sentence.
1. Stop smoking or it’s not good for both your health and the air.
A. If you don’t stop smoking, you will destroy your health and the air we breathe.
B. You wouldn’t destroy your health and the air we breatheif you stopped
smoking.
2. Nuclear weapons research and deployment leads to radioactive
contamination.
A. Radioactive contamination may not happen more often if there aren’t nuclear
weapons research and deployment.
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B. Radioactive contamination mightn’t happen more often if there weren’t nuclear
weapons research and deployment.
3. The factory has to be responsible for not treating their industrial sewage
properly.
A. This river wouldn’t be polluted if that factory treated their industrial sewage
properly.
B. This river will be polluted if that factory doesn’t treat their industrial sewage
properly.
4. People throw trash everywhere. Maybe they need to be raised their
awareness of visual pollution.
A. If people are more aware of visual pollution, they won’t throw trash
everywhere.
B. . If people were more aware of visual pollution, they wouldn’t throw trash
everywhere.
5. The sale is persuading me to buy the product of filter from his company.
A. If you didn’t use this filter, it wouldn’t remove almost pollutants from your
drinking water.
B. If you use this filter, it will help you remove almost pollutants from your
drinking water.
6. I think the mayor of this city should cut down the unnecessary light poles to
save energy.
A. I would cut down the unnecessary light poles if I were the mayor of this city.
B. If I am responsible for this city’s policy, I will cut down the unnecessary light
poles.
7. Rewrite the following sentences without changing their original meanings.
1. Unless most of us replace coal fuel with gas fuel, we can hardly control air
pollution.
=> Air pollution ……………………………………………………………………..
2. Because the airport is located near our neighborhood, we must suffer from noise
pollution every day.
=> We wouldn’t ……………………………………………………………………..
3. The ship pollution, especially oil spills, is one of main causes of the ocean
pollution. Therefore, we need to reduce it.
=> If we……………………………………………………..remarkably.
4. Present level of air pollution shown in the Air Quality Index might surprise you.
=> If you check (checked)……………………………………………………
5. Thomas expects for a great amount of money to move toanother place to stay
away the noisy industrial zone.
=> If Thomas……………………………………………………………
6. Ice melting is considered as a result of the global warming we cause.
=> We wouldn’t/ won’t have to worry about ………………………………
B. READING
Read the passage about Air pollution and find the answers to given questions
that follow
AIR POLLUTION
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We are nowadays becoming more aware of pollution matters that affect
dramatically our lives, especially there is growing concern about air pollution.
There are some reasons that lead to this kind of pollution. Firstly, the development
of industrial zones, factories and building construction areas is producing a large
amount of dust and poisonous air. Especially in the developing countries, people
nearly pay their attention to the air treatment process that makes the air pollution
even worse. Secondly, because of the increasing urbanization, it can be easily seen
that there is always a lot of traffic in rush hour and dust on the road these days. The
smoke from vehicles and manufacturing exhaust increases the amount of carbon
dioxide in the air which makes us feel really hard to breathe. The consequences are
very bad. Smog and dust can do serious harm to our health and especially our
lungs. We have thousands of asthma and adult respiratory distress cases each year
which raise concern about the air quality. Moreover, acid rains are becoming more
and more popular which damage crops and fields. Many people believe that air
pollution is also causing global warming and it is difficult to improve the air
without the efforts of all countries around the world.
Questions
1. According to the passage, where does a large amount of dust and poisonous air
come from?
………………………………………………………………………………………
2. Do developing countries take the air treatment process into careful
consideration?
………………………………………………………………………………………
3. Why is it difficult for us to breathe when travelling on the roads or streets?
………………………………………………………………………………………
4. What does the word “urbanization” mean?
………………………………………………………………………………………
5. Which particular part of our body is seriously affected by smog and dust?
………………………………………………………………………………………
6. Is it written in the passage that there are millions of cases related to breathing
annually?
………………………………………………………………………………………
7. What is the harmful effect of acid rains?
………………………………………………………………………………………
8. According to the passage, if all countries in the world ignore the air pollution
condition, will it be easy to make the air fresher?
………………………………………………………………………………………
C. WRITING (HS làm vào vở)
Within 140-160 words, you write a paragraph on a type of pollution.
Your paragraph may be made with your own ideas, or you may base on the
outline built by a few questions
- What pollution are you going to write about?
- What are the causes of the pollution?
- What consequences does the pollution cause?
- What should we do to reduce that pollution?
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………………………………………………………………………………………
UNIT 8. ENGLISH SPEAKING COUNTRIES
A. . VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR
1. Find the most suitable word to fill each of gaps in the following sentences
historic
historty
scenic
scenery
attractive attractions symblize
symbol
culture
cultural
icon
iconic
1. The…………..of Ireland consists of many unique customs and traditions related
to the Irish people.
2. Offering …………..trails, the California beauty is an ideal spot for hikers and
photographers.
3. The leek is known as the national…………..of Wales.
4. Sydney is a beautiful harbor city with many…………..attractions of Australia.
5. One of the most famous natural …………..of Canada is Niagara Falls which
attracts millions of tourists every year.
6. Scotland has a long…………..which is recorded from the 1st century AD.
2. Use the words found in exercise 1 for the puzzle below.
C
T
R
S
E
I
C
S
O
C
N
C
A
R
T
N
S
I
T
R
3. Find and correct the verb tense mistakes in each of the sentences below.
1. American are celebrating their Indendence Day on the Fourth of July.
2. Listen! The children have talked about the ravens oversee the Tower, the subject
of great legend for centuries.
3. Canadian takes the red maple leaf as its national symbol for more than 150
years.
4. Australia’s climate vary mainly due to this continent’s large area; moreover, the
greater part of the continent is desert.
5. My mother has told us the Scottish legend of the Loch Ness monster.
6. Australia has become an ideal country for people from all over the world to
work and settle in years.
4. Point out the sentence marked A, B, C or D which is grammatically and
meaningfully correct
1. A. According to schedule, the taxi picks us up at the airport at 9 p.m.
B. According to schedule, the taxi will pick us up at the airport at 9 p.m.
C. Hurry up! The taxi is picking us up at the airport at 9 p.m.
2. A. I am leaving now. The last train will leave the station at 6 p.m.
B. Be quick! The last train leaves the station at 6 p.m.
C. I leave now. The last train leaves the station at 6 p.m.
3. A. Is the weekend movie starting at 10 p.m or 10.30 p.m?
B. Does the weekend movie start at 10 p.m or 10.30 p.m?
C. Will the weekend movie start at 10 p.m or 10.30 p.m?
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4. A. Let’s have dinner first! Our favourite program starts at 8 p.m.
B. The program of recycling used cans o bottles will start next Monday.
C. We join the program of recycling used cans or bottles next Monday.
5. A. The trip is lasting six days instead five days as scheduled.
B. What time will the museum open tomorrow?
C.The museum opens from 9 a.m to 6 p.m, so we will have 3 hours to visit there.
6. A. The weather forecast provides us with useful information for our daily
activities.
B. The weather forecast will broadcast at 20:05 after the news.
C. The weather forecast is broadcasting in a few minutes.
5. Match each of the BEGINNINGS with each of the ENDINGS to make
suitable sentences.
BEGINNINGS
ENDINGS
1. Our fight continues to Talkeetna
A. We have enjoyed the fascinating
nightlife and vibran Celtic energy of
Galway for days.
2. What an awesome trip!
B. the Emerald Isle with incredible
landscape and traditional songs from the
local pubs.
3. Millions of tourists
C. about the traditional Maori Hangi
and concert which helps you cook
dinner underneath the ground.
4. Today, we are discovering
D. This is the incredible freshwater
lake. We cannot miss in Australia.
5. Our tour takes us to Lake Taupo at
E. have explored the ancient fort of Dun
10.30
Aonghasa.
6. You are learning more
F. where you will have a chance to take
a “flightseeing” tour around Mount
McKinley at 15.20.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6. Put the following words in correct order.( sắp xếp thành câu hoàn chỉnh)
1. the Edinburgh International Festivals in Scotland/ annually/ to celebrate/ Since
1947/ has/ been/ held/ the arts
………………………………………………………………………………………
2. looking forward/ the/ When/ it/ I’m/ to visiting/ exhibition./ does/ open?
………………………………………………………………………………………
3. I/ on a tour/ one/ of/ the most amazing places/ in/ This week/ am going/ to
Mendenhall Glacier Caves,/ America
………………………………………………………………………………………
4. departs/ for Glasgow/ at/ 9.15/ The couch/ from Edinburgh/ the Scotland’s
largest city
………………………………………………………………………………………
5. are/ the Hollywood Film festival/ every year/ Many people/ interested in/ which/
is held/ in/ Los Angeles, California
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………………………………………………………………………………………
6. arrives in/ 16.05/ which/ Our bus/ has interested/ for generations/ at/ visitors/
Coruisk/
………………………………………………………………………………………
7. Use the given words to make meaningful sentences (Viết thành câu có
nghĩa)
1. mistery/ Loch Ness Monster/ not reveal
………………………………………………………………………………………
2. term/ Kiwi/ use/ colloquia; demonym/ New Zealanders/ international.
………………………………………………………………………………………
3. Jimmy and I/ join/ Music Festival/ tonight/. It/ begin/ 23.15.
………………………………………………………………………………………
4. Hay festival/ Welsh/ take place/ Brecon Beacons National Park/ these days.
………………………………………………………………………………………
5. Tourists/ only/ take/ flights/ some cities/ Alaska/ coastlines/ face/ Artic Ocean/
Pacific Ocean.
………………………………………………………………………………………
6. Their train/ get/ London/ 9.20,/ you/ leave/ station now.
………………………………………………………………………………………
B. READING
Read the text about one of English speaking countries and circle the letter A,
B, C or D to complete the text.
When it comes to (1)……….your mind may sparkle with the image of Big
Ben along with many marvelous ancient places and historically significant football
stadiums. Coming to England, you will have a chance to visit big cities of the UK
such as London, Manchester, (2)………., Liverpool, and Bristol. In addition,
England is famous for the Cooper’s Hill Cheese-Rolling and Wake
(3)……….which is held annually at Spring Bank holiday. At the festival, about 20
competitors start racing down the hill after a nearly 4-5 kilogram round of Double
Gloucester cheese which is released from the top of the hill. The winner is the first
person to catch the cheese at the bottom of the hill. Moreover, England is the
birthplace of several genius inventors with their greatest (4)……….such as Issac
Newton (with the invention of Newton’s Laws), Alexander Graham Bell (with the
invention of telephone), John Logie Baird (with the invention of television).
Nowadays England has been the largest economy of the (5)……….which focuses
on (6)……….and service.
1. A. Scotland
B. Wales
C. England
D. Ireland
2. A. Aukland
B. Birmingham C. Vancouver
D. Glasgow
3. A. game
B. festival
C. contest
D. activity
4. A. inventions
B. success
C. fame
D. achievements
5. A. United State B. United Nation C. United Kingdom D. European Union
6. A. mining
B. tourism
C. industry
D. agriculture
C. WRITING (HS làm vào vở)
Imagine you were a principal of a school. You want to organize a 3-day tour
for your students to some places. Write a schedule for the tour to send them.
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You may write it yourself or you may base on some questions:
- Which places do you want to visit?
- What time does the bus/ the train arrive in those places?
- What activities will you do in each space?
………………………………………………………………………………………
ĐỀ THI THÁNG 2 NĂM 2018 -2019
TEST 1
B. VOCABULARY + GRAMMAR + LANGUAGE FUNCTION
I. Choose the best option to complete each sentence. (2.0 pts)
1. We can’t drink the water, because it is ___________
A. pollution
B. polluted
C. pollutant
2. If we had a car, we __________it to Ha Long.
A. drove
B. will drive
C. would drive
3. Flood and forest fire are _____________
A. natural disasters
B. foreign languages
C. cattle stations
4. Jane: “A lot of people died during the earthquake.” - Kent: “_______”
A. That’s great!
B. How wonderful!
C. How terrible!
5. The USA __________the largest population among the English speaking
countries.
A. has
B. is having
C. has had
6. Ba: “What should we do to help the environment?” - Hoa: “__________”
A. Speak English as much as possible.
B. Collect rubbish and reuse things.
C. That’s a good idea.
7. My father will save a lot of money if he ________to work by bike.
A. went
B. will go
C. goes
8. The students _________the flowers in the school garden now.
A. water
B. have watered
C. are watering
9. The noise from the factory ________in hearing loss.
A. causes
B. results
C. leads
10. Tom: “What is the most popular language in the world?” - Peter: “________”
A. English is.
B. It’s poisonous.
C. We should protect the earth.
C. READING
I. Which notice (A-F) says this (1-5)? For questions 1 - 5, write the correct
letter A-F next to the number. (1.5 pt)
Column A
Column B
1. You can’t go swimming now.

A.
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2. This place is for adults only.

B.

C.
3. If you can’t speak English, you can
join us.
D.
4. You can’t take you dog or cat here.
ENGLISH COURSE

E.

Start: May 12th

All levels

5. Be careful or you will burn
yourself.
F.

II. Read the passage carefully and choose the correct answer A, B or C. (1.5
pt)
Have a walk on a beach, listen to the sound of the sea waves, and suddenly
you see a lot of rubbish on the beach. Pollution takes away all the beauty of our
beaches. I feel really annoyed when I see plastic bags lying on the sand, cigarette
ends buried in the sand, and soda cans floating in the sea.
There are a lot of things that we can do. If we see rubbish, we should do our
part in the protecting the land by picking it up and throwing it in dust bins.
Moreover, we can form some kinds of organization that helps clean up the beaches.
If everyone does their part, the beaches will be a wonderful and beautiful place.
We need to start now before the beaches are damaged beyond repair.
1. What is the paragraph about?
A. the environment
B. the beauty of the beaches
C. the water pollution
2. How does the writer feel when he sees a lot of rubbish on the beach?
A. He feels happy
B. He feels annoyed
C. He feels tired
3. What kind of rubbish is not mentioned in the passage?
A. plastic bags
B. cigarette ends
C. waste paper
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4. What does the word it (paragraph 2) refers to?
A. the rubbish
B. the land
C. the dustbin
5. What will happen if everyone helps clean up the beaches?
A. The beaches will become dirty.
B. The beaches will become wonderful and beautiful.
C. The beaches will be damaged.
C. WRITING
I. Writing 1: Rewrite each of the following sentences so that it means the same as the
one printed before. (1.5 pt)
1. Do exercise every day and you will be healthy.
=> If you __________________________________________________
2. My bike is broken down, so I have to walk to school.
=> If my bike _____________________________________________
3. Soil pollution causes the death of the trees.
=> Soil pollution leads_________________________________________
4. English is an official language in the USA.
=> People in the USA_________________________________________
5. I can’t sleep because of the loud music from the club.
=> Because the music________________________________________
II. Writing 2 (1.5pt)
This is Lan’s schedule for next week
Day
Time
Activity
Monday
8.00 a.m
have a talk on the pollution
Tuesday
11.00 a.m
empty the dustbins
Wednesday
4.30 p.m
water the trees
Thursday
5.00 p.m
collect rubbish in the school
yard
Friday
8.00 p.m
watch TV at home
Now write a paragraph describing Lan’s schedule for next week. You can
start with:
This is Lan’s schedule for next week. On Monday………………………………………
===========The end ============
TEST 2
B. VOCABULARY + GRAMMAR + LANGUAGE FUNCTION
I. Choose the best option to complete each sentence. (2.0 pts)
1. It is _________water. We can’t drink it.
A. contaminate
B. contamination
C. contaminated
2. If we don’t clean the street, we __________ from the pollution.
A. suffer
B. will suffer
C. would
suffer
3. _____________is not a natural disaster.
A. Mudslide
B. Volcanic eruption
C. Cattle station
4. Jane: “My father has bought me a new bike”.
- Kent: “_______”
A. That’s great!
B. Oh, dear!
C. How terrible!
5. People in Singapore ___________English as an official language.
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A. speak
B. are speaking
C. have spoken
6. Ba: “Why should we protect the environment?” - Hoa: “__________”
A. That’s awesome.
B. To make the earth a beautiful place.
C. The lakes and rivers are well – protected.
7. My father would take me to school if he ________ a car.
A. has
B. has had
C. had
8. We_________after the trees in the school garden at the moment.
A. look
B. are looking
C. looked
9. The noise from the factory ________to hearing loss.
A. causes
B. results
C. leads
10. Tom: “There is a lot of rubbish on the streets” - Peter: “________”
A. What about colleting it this weekend?
B. The rivers are highly polluted.
C. Why do you collect rubbish?
C. READING
I. Which notice (A-F) says this (1-5)? For questions 1 - 5, write the correct
letter A-F next to the number. (1.5 pt)
Column A
Column B

1. Cold drink is served here.

A.

Art & Music night
2. You can’t see them if you come
here on weekdays.

B.

May 11

7.30 - 10.30

NEW WORLD CINEMA

C.

- New cartoons
- Weekends only

3. Come here if you want to relax.

D.
4.You will save your money if
you come here.
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HOW TO SPEAK ENGLISH WELL

E.

- A short course in English
- Start 3rd November

5. Please put out your cigarette.
F.

II. Read the passage carefully and choose the correct answer A, B or C. (1.5
pt)
The United States is a large country. It is the third largest in the whole
world! It is located in a continent called North America. Parts of the United States
touch three different oceans. The United States has tall mountains, wide plains,
deserts, hills, rivers, lakes, volcanoes, and even rainforests! People from all over
the world have come to live in the United States.
There are 50 states in the United States. The newest states, Alaska and
Hawaii, are not connected to the other states. Alaska is the largest state and Hawaii
is a chain of islands in the Pacific Ocean.
New words: (to) touch = tiếp giáp với; (a) plain = đồng bằng; (a) chain of islands =
quần đảo.
1. The United States is the ________________ country in the world.
A. smallest
B. third largest
C. largest
2. Parts of the United States touch ________ different oceans.
A. three
B. two
C. four
3. Alaska is _____________ and Hawaii is ______________.
A. connected to other states - a chain of islands
B. the largest state - a chain of islands
C. not connected to other states - the largest state
4. The United States does not have ______________.
A. 50 states
B. volcanoes
C. continents
5. What continent is the United States a part of?
A. North America
B. Africa
C. Europe
C. WRITING
I. Rewrite each of the following sentences so that it means the same as the one
printed before. (1.5 pt)
1. The river is polluted so we can’t swim in.
=> If the river _________________________________________________
2. Please help me with the housework, so that I can go out with you.
=> If you ______________________________________________________
3. Soil pollution causes the death of the trees.
=> Soil pollution results_________________________________________
4. English is a foreign language in Thailand.
=> English isn’t___________ _____________________________________
5. Because of the heavy rain, we can’t go to school.
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=> Because the rain ____________________________________________
II. (1.5pt). This is Ba’s schedule for these weekends
Day
Time
Activity
8.00 a.m
buy some food at the market
Saturday
2.00 p.m
do the housework
8.30 a.m
wash the bike
Sunday
9.00 a.m
visit grandparents
3.00 p.m
play football with friends
Now write a paragraph describing Ba’s schedule for these weekends. You can
start with:
This is Ba’s schedule for these weekends. On
Saturday………………………………………
ÔN THI THÁNG 3
TEST 1(15-16)
B. VOCABULARY + GRAMMAR + LANGUAGE FUNCTION
I. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from
others.(0.5pt)
1. A. contaminate B. damage
C. radioactive
D. botanic
2. A. musical
B. particular
C. pollutant
D. rescue
3. A. economical B. atomic
C. logical
D. communicate
4. A. tropical
B. radiation
C. lightning
D. illustrate
5. A. changed
B. collected
C. landed
D. elected
II. Choose the best answer to complete each sentence. (2.5 pts)
1. “How is your trip to Nam Dinh?” – “_____________.”
A. Sure
B. Absolutely rightC. Fantastic
D. Really
2. There ________less pollution if there _________ fewer vehicles on the road.
A. would be/ were B. are/ will be
C. would be/ are D. will be/ were
3. We __________all the garbage on the beach before he came this morning.
A. collect
B. have collected C. collected
D. had collected
4. People cough _____________they breathe in the exhausted fumes from cars.
A. so
B. because
C. and
D. but
5. We are trying ______________ out new sources of energy.
A. to find
B. finding
C. find
D. found
6. Last month several activities _________ to raise money for the poor in our
town.
A. organize
B. organized
C. were organized D. are organized
7. If we _________ less paper, more trees ________saved.
A. used/ will be B. will use/ will be C. use/ will be
D. use/ are
8. “Medical supplies and food have been sent to earthquake victims.” “______________”
A. That’s great! B. How wonderful!
C. Oh dear! D. A & B are correct.
9. We have planted trees around the factories to _________ air pollution.
A. increase
B rise
C. reduce
D. fall
10. Some aquatic creatures are unable to reproduce ______ the increase in water
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temperature.
A. because
B. because of
C. due to
D. B & C are correct.
C. READING
I. Read passage carefully then decide whether the following statements are
true (T) or false (F). (1,0 pt)
The Great Hanshin earthquake, or Kobe earthquake, occurred on January 17,
1995 at 05:46:53 a.m. in the southern part of Hyōgo Prefecture, Japan. It measured
7.3 on Japan Meteorological Agency magnitude scale. The tremors lasted for
approximately 20 seconds. The focus of the earthquake was located 17 km beneath
its epicenter, on the northern end of Awaji Island, 20 km away from the city
of Kobe. Up to 6,434 people lost their lives; about 4,600 of them were from Kobe.
Among major cities, Kobe, with its population of 1.5 million, was the closest to the
epicenter and hit by the strongest tremors. This was Japan's worst earthquake in the
20th century after the Great Kantō earthquake in 1923, which claimed more than
140,000 lives.
1. Kobe earthquake happened 21 years ago.
2. Kobe had a population of 4,600 people.
3. More than two thirds of people killed in Kobe earthquake were from Kobe.
4. The Great Kantō earthquake in 1923 was Japan's worst earthquake in the 20th
century.
II. Read the passage above again carefully then answer the questions below.
(1.5 pts)
1. Where did Kobe earthquake occur?
2. How long did the tremors last?
3. Was Kobe the closest city to the epicenter and hit by the strongest tremors?
D. WRITING
I. Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first
one. (1.5 pts)
1. Air pollution in our city becomes worse because we have more cars.
=> If __________________________________________________________.
2. The rescue team provided the victims with food and water.
=> The victims _______________________________________________.
3. Many new diseases have appeared because the environment is polluted.
=> Because of________________________________________________.
II. Use the words given to make meaningful sentences. (1,0 pt)
1. This time next year/ I/ study/ Hanoi Capital /. //
.................................................................................................................................
2. Blankets and food/ have/ give out/to / homeless people/ .//
.................................................................................................................................
===========The end ============
TEST 2 (16-17)
B. VOCABULARY - GRAMMAR - LANGUAGE FUNCTION
I. Choose the best option marked A, B or C to complete each sentence. (2.0
pts)
1. The __________ buried the whole village while people were sleeping in their
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house.
A. mudslide
B. tornado
C. drought
2. If this factory continues __________ poison into the lake, all the fish will die.
A. pouring
B. sacking
C. dumping
3. In body language, if you raise your fists, it means__________
A. You’re angry. B. It’s wonderful! you’re so excited!
C. You don’t know.
4. Australia is home to ___________ animals like kangaroos and koalas.
A. unique
B. only
C. rare
5. Which TV programme ______________at 9 p.m. tomrrow?
A. did you watch
B. will you watch
C. will you be watching
6. __________is popularly used to enable people from different countries to have
meetings. People can watch, and listen to each other through a screen.
A. Chatting
B. Video conferencing
C. Emailing
7. If you __________ the president, what would you do to help the environment?
A. were
B. are
C. had been
8. Eating too much sugar can__________ to health problems.
A. cause
B. make
C. lead
9. A number of other provinces will declare drought _______ in the coming weeks.
A. accident
B. emergency
C. situation
10. Hospitals have refused to take in any more injured people.
A. That’s shocking!
B. Wow!
C. How wonderful!
C. READING
I. Read and choose a sentence in column A which is suitable to the notice in
column B. (1.5 pts)

1. All the students in the school can watch
it.

A

Leave mobile phones with the
school secretary during the day

B
2. You cannot take these into classroom
with you.

School play by 3S

C

10.00am Friday
Everyone welcome

3. These will cost less at the weekend.

D

E
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4. You should put things back in the right
place.

F

G
5. You can not go in through here.
II. Read the text then choose the best answer to fill in the blank. (1.5 pts)
I often hear or read about “natural disasters” - the eruption of Mount St.
Helen, a volcano in the state of Washington; Hurricane Andrew in Florida; the
floods in the American Midwest; terrible all over the world; huge fires; and so on
and so on. But I’ll never forget my first personal experience with the strangeness of
nature - “the London Killer Fog” of 1952. it began on Thursday, December 4,
when a high-pressure system (warm air) covered southern England. With the
freezing-cold air below, heavy fog formed. Pollution from factories, cars, and coal
stoves mixed with the fog. The humidity was terrible high, there was no breeze at
all. Traffic (cars, trains, and boats) stopped. People couldn’t see, and some walked
onto the railroad tracks or into the river. It was hard to breath, and many people got
sick. Finally, on Tuesday, December 9, the wind came and the fog went away. But
after that, even more people got sick. Many of them died.
1. Which “natural disaster” isn’t mentioned in the text?
A. a volcano
B. a flood
C. a tornado
2. What is his unforgettable personal experience?
A. the heavy fog in London in 1952 B. the strangeness of nature
C. a high-pressure system
3. How long did the “London Killer Fog” last?
A. for four days B. for six days
C. for a week
4. What didn’t happen during the time of “London Killer Fog”?
A. heavy rain
B. pollution
C. heavy fog
5. Why did the traffic stop?
A. Because of the rain
B. Because of the windy weather
C. Because of the heavy fog
D. WRITE
I. Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same
as the sentence printed before it. (1.5 pts)
1. I can’t come because I have to look after my younger sister.
=> If I ..............................................................................................................
2. Use water carefully and more people will have fresh water.
=> If you ..........................................................................................................
3. Volunteers have given out food and blankets to homeless people.
=> Food and blankets ......................................................................................
4. They provided food then cleared up the debris.
=> After they ...................................................................................................
5. Hai Duong province wasn’t struck by the typhoon.
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=> The typhoon ...............................................................................................
II. Write an email to your teacher after you miss the lesson and ask to meet
the teacher, using the clues given. (1.5 pt) (HS làm vào vở)
Dear Ms. Huong,
1. I am sorry/ I / absent/ your English class/ yesterday/ because/ I have/ a bad cold.
2. A classmate/ tell me that/ handouts/ the next lesson/ given.
3. We /have/submit/ assignments/ next Friday.
((to) submit: nộp)
4. Can I meet you/ tomorrow’s recess/ ask some questions/ the correct way to write
it?
5. I/ look forward/ speak/ you soon.
Thank you very much
Best regards,
Pham Van Phong
TEST 3 (17-18)
MÃ 1
B. VOCABULARY + GRAMMAR + LANGUAGE FUNCTION
I. Choose the best option marked A, B, or C to complete each sentence. (2.0
pts)
1. The volcano _____________for five hours last week.
A. erupted
B. damaged
C. collapsed
2. Emergency workers __________the villagers before the typhoon came.
A. evacuated
B. had evacuated
C. evacuate
3. Water pollution causes the ___________of fish and marine lives.
A. dead
B. die
C. death
4. Peter: “My house was destroyed by the earthquake?” - Jack: “_____________”
A. How wonderful!
B. Wow
C. Oh no!
5. Do you want _________a super car?
A. to have
B. have
C. having
6. Homeless people ___________with food, drink and temporary accommodation
by emergency workers.
A. provide
B. will be provided
C. providing
7. Lan: “I got mark 10 in my English test?” - Ba: “_____________”
A. Thank you
B. That’s awful!
C. How wonderful!
8. This time tomorrow, we ___________in the library.
A. will be studying
B. study
C. studied
9. Hieu: “How’s your summer holiday?” - Minh: “____________”
A. Thank you
B. Awesome
C. I’m sorry to hear that
10. Volcano, earthquake and tsunami are ______________.
A. natural resources
B. natural disasters
C. kinds of pollution
C. READING
I. What does the sign mean? Choose the sentence in A with the appropriate
sign/ notice/ picture in B. (1.5 pt)
A
B
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A
1. You shouldn’t walk on the grass.
2. You can go out in this way.
3. We can’t buy things here.
4. You can’t take a photo here.
5. You can’t ride your bike here.

No Cycling
B
Keep off the grass
C

D

E

F

II. Read the text and choose the answer A, B or C for each question. (1.5 pt)
Alaska is perhaps the most amazing state in the USA. It has coastlines facing both
the Arctic Ocean and the Pacific Ocean. This state has an incredible three million
lakes. That’s four lakes per person living there.
Many cities in Alaska cannot be reached by road, sea, or river. The only way to get
in and out is by air, on foot, or by dogsled. That’s why Alaska has the busiest sea
airport in the world, Lake Hood Seaplane Base. Nearly two
hundred floatplanes take off and land on the water of this airport every day. It’s
really a fun scene to watch.
Alaska is called the Land of the Midnight Sun because in summer, the sun does not
set for nearly three months. But in winter the sun stays almost unseen. All
Alaskans take special pride in their beautiful and unique state.
1. What is Alaska?
A. A country
B. A state
2. How many lakes are there in Alaska?

C. A lake
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A. About 3 million
B. Four
C. Three
3. How can we go to many cities in Alaska?
A. By road, sea, or river
B. By train C. By air, on foot, or
by dogsled.
4. The sun does not set for nearly three months in ___________
A. winter
B. summer
C. spring
5. What does the word “there” (line 3) refer to?
A. Alaska
B. lakes
C. people
D. WRITING
I. Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same
as the sentence printed before it. (1.5 pt)
1. The storm caused a lot of damage.
=> A lot of damage __________________________________________
2. Work hard and you will pass the exam.
=> If you ___________________________________________________
3. Air pollution causes breathing problems.
=> Air pollution ___________________________________________(use “lead”)
4. I don’t have a bike, so I can’t come to see you.
=> If I had ________________________________________________________
5. Ba will paint a picture.
=> A picture __________________________________________________
II. This is your schedule for your two – day trip to Ha Noi
Day
Time
Activity
8 a.m. – 10 a.m.
visit Hoan Kiem Lake
1
1 p.m. – 5 p.m.
visit museums
7 a.m. – 8 a.m.
try special food / “Pho”
2
9 a.m. – 2 p.m.
take / tour guide / Bat Trang
Write a passage describing the schedule for your visit. (1.5 pt) (HS làm vào
vở)
You can start with:
This is the schedule for my two-day visit to Ha Noi. On the first day, I……
============The end ============
MÃ 2
B. VOCABULARY + GRAMMAR + LANGUAGE FUNCTION
I. Choose the best option marked A, B, or C to complete each sentence. (2.0
pts)
1. Many houses _____________during the earthquake.
A. erupted
B. damaged
C. collapsed
2. The villagers ___________shelters before the typhoon came.
A. took
B. had taken
C. will take
3. Water pollution causes the ___________of fish and marine lives.
A. dead
B. die
C. death
4. Peter: “The building was badly damaged by the earthquake?” - Jack: “______”
A. How wonderful!
B. Wow
C. Oh no!
5. He needs _________some pens.
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A. to buy
B. buy
C. buying
6. The school yard __________by the students every day.
A. cleaned
B. is cleaned
C. cleans
7. Minh: “Minh won the first prize in the contest.” - Tam: “_______________”
A. How wonderful!
B. That’s awful!
C. Thank you
8. Toan: “How’s your summer holiday?” - Thuy: “______________”
A. Thank you
B. I’m sorry to hear that. C. Awesome
9. Typhoon, tornado and flood are ____________.
A. natural disasters
B. natural resources
C. kinds of pollution
10. At 8.00 tomorrow morning, Peter _________in the playground.
A. played
B. play
C. will be playing
C. READING
I. What does the sign mean? Choose the sentence in A with the appropriate
sign/ notice/ picture in B. (1.5 pt)
A
B
A
1. You can’t eat and drink here.
2. You can’t throw rubbish here.
3. You mustn’t wear your shoes in the
room.
4. You mustn’t drive fast.
5. It’s dangerous here.

No littering

B

C
Take your shoes off
D

E
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F

II. Read the text and choose the answer A, B or C for each question. (1.5 pt)
Alaska is perhaps the most amazing state in the USA. It has coastlines facing
both the Arctic Ocean and the Pacific Ocean. This state has an incredible three
million lakes. That’s four lakes per person living there.
Many cities in Alaska cannot be reached by road, sea, or river. The only way
to get in and out is by air, on foot, or by dogsled. That’s why Alaska has the
busiest sea airport in the world, Lake Hood Seaplane Base. Nearly two
hundred floatplanes take off and land on the water of this airport every day. It’s
really a fun scene to watch.
Alaska is called the Land of the Midnight Sun because in summer, the sun
does not set for nearly three months. But in winter the sun stays almost unseen. All
Alaskans take special pride in their beautiful and unique state.
1. Where is Alaska?
A. In Great Britain
B. In Australia
C. In the United State of America
2. The number of the lakes in Alaska is __________the number of people living
there.
A. more than
B. as many as
C. less than
3. Why does Alaska have the busiest sea airport in the world?
A. Because traveling by air is cheap.
B. Because people like watching floatplanes.
C. Because we can’t go there by road, sea, or river.
4. In which season can’t we see the sun very often?
A. In winter
B. In summer
C. In spring
5. What does the word “there” (line 3) refer to?
A. lakes
B. Alaska
C. people
D. WRITING
I. Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same
as the sentence printed before it. (1.5 pt)
1. The flood damaged many houses.
=> Many houses ___________________________________________________
2. Hurry up or you will be late for the meeting.
=> If you _________________________________________________________
3. The typhoon leads to many thousands of deaths.
=> The typhoon _____________________________________________ (use
“result”)
4. I have English class today, so I can’t join the game.
=> If I didn’t _______________________________________________________
5. We will change the date of the meeting.
=> The date of the meeting____________________________________________
II. This is your schedule for your two – day trip to Ha Long (HS làm vào vở)
Day
Time
Activity
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8 a.m. – 11 a.m.
1 p.m. – 5 p.m.

take / boat trip around the bay
swim / sea / try seafood
watch animal shows / Tuan
9 a.m. – 11 a.m.
Chau
2
2 p.m. – 5 p.m.
buy souvenirs in the markets
Write a passage describing the schedule for your visit. (1.5 pt)
You can start with:
This is the schedule for my two-day visit to Ha Long Bay. On the first day, I……
TEST 3 (18-19)
MÃ 1
B. VOCABULARY - GRAMMAR - LANGUAGE FUNCTION
I. Choose the best option marked A, B or C to complete each sentence. (2.0
pts)
(Chọn đáp án đúng nhất được đánh dấu A, B hoặc C để hoàn thành các câu dưới
đây)
1. If we ________soon, we ________ the forest in five years.
A. won’t act - lose
B. don’t act - will lose C. didn’t act - would lose
2. ________is a subtance which makes air, water, soil, etc dirty.
A. pollute
B. pollution
C. pollutant
3. People ________to leave the flooded villages by 11 o’clock last night.
A. had managed
B. managed
C. will be managed
4. Many new houses ________in the town every year.
A. will be built
B. have been built
C. are built
5. Yesterday, a terrible storm ________the rural area of Ha Giang Province.
A. raged
B. erupted
C. stroke
6. Kien: “Mary and Tom are getting married in July.” - Cuong: “____________”
A. How wonderful!
B. How terrible!
C. That’s awful!
7. Quynh: “Many people died in the accident.” - Hai: “____________”
A. Thank you
B. Awesome
C. I’m sorry
to hear that.
8. This time next week, I ___________on the beach in Nha Trang.
A. sat
B. sit
C. will be sitting
9. The train to Ho Chi Minh city __________ at 7 a.m. from platform five.
A. leaves
B. is leaving
C. will leave
10. Flood, drought and mudslide are ______________.
A. natural disasters
B. natural resources
C. natural reserves
C. READING
I. Read and choose a sentence in column A which is suitable to the pictures in
column B. (1.5 pt)
(Đọc và chọn một câu ở cột A phù hợp với một bức tranh ở cột B.)
1

Column A

Column B
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1. It is a very strong wind that goes
quickly around in a circle.

A

2. When it happens, the flames, burning
rocks and lava are thrown out from its
mouth.
B
3. When it comes, there are a lot of strong
winds and snow.

4. It is a sudden, violent shaking of the
earth’s surface.

C

5. It’s a long period without rain.

D

E

F

II. Read the text and choose the answer A, B or C for each sentence. (1.5 pt)
How can scientist predict earthquakes? Earthquakes are not scattered
anywhere but happen in certain areas. They happen in places of the earth’s surface
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meet. This pattern causes them to shake the same places many times.
Another way to predict earthquakes is to look for changes in the earth’s
surface like a sudden drop of water level in the ground. Some people say animals
can predict earthquakes. Before earthquakes people have seen chickens sitting in
trees, fish jumping out of water, and other animals acting strangely.
After an earthquake happens, people can die from lack of food, water and
medical supplies. The amount of destruction caused by an earthquake depends on
where it happens, and how strong it is. It also depends on types of buildings, soil
conditions and population.
1. Earthquakes happen in certain areas where _____.
A. the population is large
B. pieces of the earth’s surface meet
C. many buildings are built
2. Looking for _____ can help predict earthquakes.
A. changes in the earth’s surface
B. water beneath the earth’s surface
C. water currents
3. Some people say ________can predict earthquakes.
A. plants
B. things
C. animals
4. After an earthquake, as a result of lack of _____ people can die.
A. food, water and medical supplies B. information
C.
knowledge
5. The passage mainly discusses ______.
A. how strong earthquakes are
B. strange animals’ behavior
C. how to predict earthquakes
D. WRITING
I. Complete the sentences as directed at the end of each sentence. (1.5 pt)
(Hoàn thành các câu sau theo hướng dẫn ở cuối mỗi câu.)
1. They will send rescue workers to flooded villages. (Change the sentence to the
passavive voice = Chuyển câu sang dạng bị động)
=> Rescue workers _________________________________________________.
2. since 1864/ America/ on the fourth Thursday/ has celebrated/ of November/
Thanksgiving Day//. (Rearrange the words given to make a meaningful sentence =
Sắp xếp các từ cho sẵn thành một câu có nghĩa)
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
3. What/ you/ do/ before/ you/ go to school/ yesterday? //. (Use the words given to
write a meaningful sentence = Sử dụng các từ cho sẵn để viết một câu có nghĩa)
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
4. A famous painter painted that picture. (Change the sentence to the passavive
voice = Chuyển câu sang dạng bị động)
=> That picture _______________________________________________.
5. Lan will be watching Frozen again at 8 p.m. (Make a question for the underlined
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part = Đặt một câu hỏi cho các phần được gạch chân)
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
II. This is your schedule for your two – day trip to Ha Noi (HS làm vào vở)
Day
Time
Activity
visit West Lake and Phu
7 a.m – 11 a.m
Tay Ho
1
visit museums
1 p.m – 5 p.m
try special foods: shrimp
7.30 a.m – 8 a.m
cakes, Pho,…
visit Ha Noi’s Old Town
2
8.30 a.m – 11.30 a.m
explore Bat Trang
2.00 p.m – 5.30 p.m
Pottery Village
Write a passage describing the schedule for your visit. (1.5 pt) (HS làm vào
vở)
You can start with:
This is the schedule for my two-day visit to Ha Noi. On the first day, I……
MÃ 2
B. VOCABULARY - GRAMMAR - LANGUAGE FUNCTION
I. Choose the best option marked A, B or C to complete each sentence. (2.0
pts)
1. If everybody ________solar enery, there __________much less pollution.
A. will use - is
B. uses - will be
C. used - will be
2. A(n)________is a place of natural or cultural interest.
A. native
B. attraction
C. disaster
3. Canberra ________as the capital of Australia in 1908.
A. was chosen
B. chose
C. is chosen
4. Most people ________to safe areas when the storm broke.
A. had moved
B. move
C. have moved
5. Yesterday, we managed to run out of the house into the street before the walls
________.
A. collapsed
B. erupted
C. stroke
6. Kien: “I have invented a flying car.” - Cuong: “____________”
A. That’s awful!
B. How terrible!
C. Wow!
7. What ___________at 8 a.m. tomorrow.
A. do you do
B. are you doing
C. will be doing
8. The bus for the excursion to Hue city __________ at 7 a.m on 2th April.
A. will leave
B. is leaving
C. leaves
9. Forest fire, vocanic eruption and drought are ______________.
A. natural disasters
B. natural resources
C. natural reserves
10. Quynh: “Hospitals have refused to take in any more injured people.” - Hai:
“_______”
A. That’s great!
B. Awesome
C. Oh no!
C. READING
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I. Read and choose a sentence in column A which is suitable to a picture in
column B. (1.5 pt)
(Đọc và chọn một câu ở cột A phù hợp với một bức tranh phù hợp ở cột B.)
Column A
Column B

A
1. It is a sudden, violent shaking of the
earth’s surface.

2. It’s a long period without rain.
B
3. It is a very strong wind that goes
quickly around in a circle.

C
4. When it happens, the flames, burning
rocks and lava are thrown out from its
mouth.

5. When it comes, there are a lot of strong
winds and snow.

D

E
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F

II. Read the passage then choose the best answer A, B or C for the question.
(1.5 pt)
(Đọc kỹ đoạn văn rồi chọn câu trả lời đúng trong số A, B hoặc C cho mỗi câu hỏi)
In 1969, Hurricane Camille hit my three-storey blocks of flats near the Gulf
of Mexico. First, the sea hit the building and all the windows broke. Then the
rooms flooded. Five minutes later, my bed was floating near the ceiling. Then it
floated out of the window. It was dark and the wind was howling. I was terrified.
The building was falling down all around me. The wind was awful. It reached a
speed of 234 miles per hour. I was cut and bleeding from head to toe. Finally, some
one found me 8 km away from my house and the took me to the hospital.
New words: (to) howl = rít (gió,…); (to) reach a speed of = đạt đến tốc độ
Questions
1. When did the Hurricane Camille hit the Gulf of Mexico?
A. in 1969
B. in 1996
C. in 2012
2. What happened after the rooms flooded?
A. his/her bed floated near the ceiling.
B. his/her bed floated out of the window.
C. A and B
3. What happened to the building?
A. It fell down.
B. The waves swept it into the sea.
C. A and B
4. How fast was the wind?
A. 234 km per hour
B. 234 m per hour
C. 234 miles per hour
5. How far did the water carry him/her away from her/his house?
A. 8 m
B. 8 km
C. 234 miles
D. WRITE
I. Complete the sentences as directed at the end of each sentence. (1.5 pt)
(Hoàn thành các câu sau theo hướng dẫn ở cuối mỗi câu.)
1. What/ your mother/ do/ before/ you/ get up/ last Sunday? //. (Use the words
given to write a meaningful sentence = Sử dụng các từ cho sẵn để viết một câu có
nghĩa)
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
2. Tan will collect me at the airport. (Change the sentence to the passavive voice =
Chuyển câu sang dạng bị động)
=> I ______________________________________________________________.
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3. Mai will be eating some cake at 8 p.m tomorrow. (Make a question for the
underlined part = Đặt một câu hỏi cho các phần được gạch chân)
.................................................................................................................................
4. The volunteers have rescued three cats. (Change the sentence to the passavive
voice = Chuyển câu sang dạng bị động)
=> Three cats ___________________________________________________
5. If/ a lot of damage/ the storm/ the area/ hits/ will cause/ it //. (Rearrange the
words given to make a meaningful sentence = Sắp xếp các từ cho sẵn thành một
câu có nghĩa)
.................................................................................................................................
II. This is your schedule for your two – day trip to Ha Noi (HS làm vào vở)
Day
Time
Activity
visit Ho Chi Minh
7 a.m - 11 a.m
Mausoleum and The
Presidential Place
1
visit The Imperial Citadel
2 p.m - 5 p.m
of Thang Long
try special foods: spring
7.15 a.m - 8 a.m
rolls, Pho in The Old
Town ,…
2
explore Van Phuc Silk
8.15 a.m - 11.30 a.m
Village
Go sailing on West Lake
2.00 p.m - 5.00 p.m
Write a passage describing the schedule for your visit. (1.5 pt)
You can start with:
This is the schedule for my two-day visit to Ha Noi. On the first day, I……
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